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In PNAS, Shevlin et al. (1) find that participants decide
faster and more accurately when choosing between high-
value as compared to low-value options. According to
the authors, these results suggest that high-value options
are easier to discriminate, and “cast doubt on the notion
that increasing value reduces discriminability” predicted by
principles like diminishing value sensitivity (2) and divisive
normalization (3).

This article is an important empirical contribution,
demonstrating conditions under which increasing value
leads to faster and more accurate choices. Previous studies
reported only faster decisions for high-value equivalent op-
tions, and less accurate decisions for high-value unequal op-
tions (4–10). However, we believe that the results of Shevlin
et al. (1) cannot rule out representational distortions, such
as concave utility functions or divisive normalization.

Value representations that feed into the decision pro-
cess are thought to be shaped by hard-wired properties
of the neural code. Saturating neural responses, divisive
normalization, or noisier neural responses for larger inputs
could all, independently, lead to faster and less accurate
responses. Unlike value representations, decision compu-
tations are amenable to cognitive control and top-down
adjustments as a function of external (e.g., the reward statis-
tics of the environment) or internal (e.g., motivation levels)
factors. Importantly, top-down adjustments could temper
or even reverse the influence of value representations on
choice. For instance, although representations become less
easily discriminated for high-value options, more cognitive
resources may be invested in high-stakes decisions. Thus,
choosing which luxury car to buy may involve a faster and
more accurate deliberation process than choosing which
affordable car to buy.

We believe that the experiments presented by Shevlin
et al. (1) involved manipulations that could trigger top-down
adjustments of decision computations. In these experi-
ments, choices were always made between two low-,
medium-, or high-value options, implicitly enabling the clas-
sification of each choice trial as belonging to one of these

categories. Additionally, most blocks (“cued value”) exclu-
sively involved decisions of one value type (low, medium, or
high, with the type announced by a cue at the beginning
of each block), with a minority of blocks (“mixed”) fusing
choice trials of all value types. Although the authors base
their conclusions on the “mixed” blocks data, carryover
effects from the “cued” blocks could be in play, driving the
reported results. For example, participants might have paid
more attention to the task in “high” blocks, also trying to
behave consistently in (the easily identified) “high” trials
in mixed blocks. Similarly, because participants responded
more slowly in “high” cued blocks, high-value options might
be more familiar and easier to discriminate in “mixed”
blocks.

These and other hypotheses yet to be proffered cannot
be ruled out. A study in which participants are not en-
couraged to adopt different strategies in trials of different
total value could be more diagnostic of the representa-
tional distortions that affect value-based decisions. Overall,
a result in which large rewards increase engagement and
thus discriminability (1) is not incompatible with diminishing
value sensitivity at a low level due to concave utility or
divisive normalization.
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